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archawai‘i structures and building technology 



archawai‘i structures and building technology 

wohingegen die Natur, nochmals der internationale Blick zurück, so stets ganz provokativ performativ arrangiert wie hier der Vogel im Kaktus als technologisch  bioklimatische Klimaanlage   



In Reaktion auf Ungeahntes wie Jahrhundertkälte in der grünen Wüste 



archawai‘i structures and building technology 

und kreativem Umgang damit, wie hier die annährend skurile Reparation mittels Nutzung fossiler Artefakte 



This project is the continued investigation in the architecture of educational buildings, which has been globally identified as a primary societal target typology.  

The case study is the first postfossil kindergarten for this University, which is one of the oldest institutions committed to education. According to Wikipedia: 

 “it is like Cambridge in England : very provincial, not on the way to anywhere - no one comes to these backwaters except for the company of professors.  

And the professors are sure that this is the center of the world.”  

 

weekend house outside Paris 1935 

                                                                                                        monol-ino kindergarten  

reality ( of  not green build fabric )  …                                        … and aspiration ( green (-washing)!?) of every university, am sure you guys hear that in your retreats all the time     



This project is the continued investigation in the architecture of educational buildings, which has been globally identified as a primary societal target typology.  

The case study is the first postfossil kindergarten for the University, which is one of the oldest institutions committed to education. According to Wikipedia: 

 “it is like Cambridge in England : very provincial, not on the way to anywhere - no one comes to these backwaters except for the company of professors.  

And the professors are sure that this is the center of the world.” 

 

monol :                            „ the female“ ... „ under the cloudy sky“ 

domino :                            „ the male“ ...... „ under the sunny sky“                                         Le Corbusier 

   

weekend house outside Paris 1935 



existing urban context on the “Dr. Urban” side  existing condition of the “Mr. Hide (Landscape)” side 



investigative sectional site interventions  

the landscape-rich campus site, showcasing flora and fauna, acts as a “green lung” for its students ( and professors the there endangered prairie dogs)  



  
union of the dissimilar triumvirate                                                                    urban edge                                                            landscape edge  

the kindergarten is strategically placed adjacent to a dormitory from the 1970’s on one side, with the excellent XLAB laboratory building on the other side.  





strategic tectonic methodology 



material essentiality: aluminum enriched linoleum, spruce wood and prefab concrete  





cozy snoozing  



inter- actions 



the standards help shape the building’s architectural form, being a solid mass 

prefab concrete building, which is softened through the use of wood and light 

perforations.  



the street to play                                                                       Passive House –  Active Architecture 



while the north and west parts of the building are “landscaped,” being 

bermed to then maximize complete southern exposure, which overlooks the 

campus green-scape.  





biodynamic screen shades helping stack effect cooling and 

keeping unobstructed insideout views and the kids lounging in 

the 3 feet deep frames. 





postfossil thermos bottle cozyness 



John Lautner Turner House Aspen Colorado USA 1982  

John Lautner Turner House Aspen Colorado USA 1982  
und bei der Begehung mit dem Kritiker Prof Meyer im Dezember nach 3 Wochen  bewölktem strengen Frost  in molliger  thermisch  
massiv gespeicherter  Wärme für Bauherr  versöhnlich bonbone Gemütlichkeit zu sehen 



























Intensive, one foot thick green roof in progress 



Intensive, one foot thick green roof in progress 





As a hybrid of landscape and building, the kindergarten attributes to the multiplicity and complexity of requirements/influences of the project: excellence in urban-

landscape integration, pedagogical, architectural and environmental / post-fossil performance.  



the achieved goal that all creatures will perceive the building as it has always been there ( with temporary fence until  flora has matured) down to the 

prairie dogs as just one other outlook point in their walks through the green campus city of the University. 

















from the public  to semi – private neighboring  charme 



MSU „the culture of craft“ F12 Harrison Lecture Series / „the crafting of culture“  

texture of (close to being extinguised) Koa                                                                                                 defining the character of Honolulu‘s Iolani Palace   

texture of TMT OSB  ( as the poetrification of  the most  industrially engineered  material )                        sample Donahue   

planting of fastest growing tree species                                                                                                         and  potentially  processing  it  



www. intlwindow.com 

breezway.com / hawaii  





www. intlwindow.com 

breezway.com / hawaii  conclusing : using concrete for structure and wood  ( jalousies) for the enclosure 



David Stone, PhD UoA using A New, carbon-negative Building Material   

 for every ton of cement approximately one ton of CO2 is also produced  

… David invented iron-based composite while doing research at the University of Arizona. It is 

truly carbon negative and, in fact, will only harden when exposed to high concentrations of CO2, 

which diffuses into the wet paste, reacts with the iron, and then becomes trapped as iron 

carbonate … 

substantieller Innvovationen wie  CO2 freundlichem Beton 



cool homes ?        the degregation of innovation  
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fossil mower                                                                 Al-Ko Klassik manual mower                            solar mower  Husquana                                                     biodynamic mower                       

in jedem Fall die kritische poetisch pragmatische Reibung mit den Studierenden am  globalen, internationalen Thema ihrer Zeit  nach der richtigen Form und Anmutung von technologischer Evolution 



oder der Frage einer Chance durch die Heidiklumization of Birkenstockitecture 




